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Abstract We present a video analysis and indexing engine, that can perform fully automatic scene segmentation and feature extraction, in the context of a television archive. A template-based indexing engine is proposed, which interacts with a general-purpose video analysis server (providing spatio-temporal segmentation, feature extraction, feature clustering and feature matching services) and a template server (which provides tool settings, scripts and interpretation rules for specific program collections).

1 Introduction

The ESPRIT project DiVAN aims at building a distributed architecture for the management of - and access to - large television archives. An important part of the system is devoted to automatic segmentation of the video content, in order to assist the indexing and retrieval of programs at several levels of details from individual frames to scenes and stories, using a combination of annotated semantic information and automatically extracted content-based signatures.

In section 2, the template-based architecture of the system is described. The tools developed in this architecture are presented in section 3 In section 4, we briefly sketch how these tools can be integrated into complete analysis graphs, driven by the internal structure of television programs.

2 Template-based indexing and retrieval

In DiVAN, a video indexing session is distributed between several machines, using connections to two remote CORBA servers - a video analysis server and a template library server (1). Each program template contains the taxonomy of event categories (such as shots, scenes and sequences) meaningful to a collection of programs (such as news, drama, etc.), along with their temporal and compositional structure. In addition, the template contains algorithmic rules used
to recover the structure of each individual program, based on observable events from the tools server (such as dissolves, wipes, camera motion types, extracted faces and logos). Section 3 reviews the tools available in the DiVAN system, and Section 4 presents examples of template-based indexing using those tools.

3 Shot segmentation and feature extraction

The first step in the analysis of a video is the partitioning into its elementary subparts, called shots, according to significant scene changes (cuts or progressive transitions). Features such as keyframes, dominant colors, faces and logos can also be extracted to represent each shot.

3.1 Cut detection

Our algorithm involves the frames that are included in the interval between two successive I-frames. It is assumed that this interval is short enough to include only one cut point. Given this assumption, the algorithm proceeds as follows. Step1: Perform cut detection considering the next I-frame pair and using one of the histogram metrics and a predefined cut detection threshold. Step2: Confirm the detected cut in the next subinterval between two consecutive I-, P-frames, included in the interval of I-frames. Step3: Perform cut detection between two successive I-, P-frames using histogram or MPEG macro block motion information. If the cut is not confirmed in this subinterval, go to step 2. Step4: Determine the exact cut point in the subinterval, by applying a histogram or MPEG motion based cut detection method on each frame interval-pair. If the cut is not confirmed, go to step 2, otherwise, go to step 1.

Key-frame extraction is performed during shot detection, and is based upon a simple sequential clustering algorithm, using a single cluster $C$ of the candidate key-frames, which is successively updated by including the I-frame that follows its last element in display order. $C$ is a set of $K$ consecutive I-frames and $C_{mf}$ is an "ideal" frame with the property that its features match the mean vector ("Mean Frame") of the corresponding characteristics of frames $C_{fk} (k = 1, K)$. Assuming that the only feature used for classification is the colour/intensity histogram $H_{fk}$ of frames $C_{fk}$, the "mean frame" histogram $H_{mf}$ is computed. Then, in order to measure the distance $\delta(C_{fk}, C_{mf})$, an appropriate histogram
metric is used. Based on this distance, the key-frame \( C_{KF} \) (the representative frame of \( C \)) is determined, according to a threshold.

### 3.2 Progressive transitions and wipes

The method we propose for detecting progressive transitions relies on the idea of temporal coherence of the global dominant image motion within a shot. To this end, we use a method exploiting a M-estimation criterion and a multiresolution scheme to estimate a 2D parametric motion model and to ensure the goal of robustness in presence of secondary motions [8]. The minimization problem is solved by using a IRLS (Iteratively Re-weighted Least Squares) technique.

The set of pixels conforming with the estimated dominant motion form its estimation support. The analysis of the temporal evolution of the support size supplies the partitioning of the video into shots [3]. A cumulative sum test is used to detect significant jumps of this variable, accounting for the presence of shot changes. It can accurately determine the beginning and the end time instants of the progressive transitions. This technique, due to the use of the robust motion estimation method, is fairly resilient to the presence of mobile objects or to global illumination changes. More details can be found in [3]. It is particularly efficient to detect dissolve transitions. To handle wipe transitions between two static shots, we have developed a specific extension of this method. In the case of wipes, we conversely pay attention to the outliers. Indeed as illustrated in Figure 2, the geometry of the main outlier region reflects the nature of the wipe with the presence of a rectangular stripe. To exploit in a simple and efficient way this property, we project the outlier binary pixels onto the vertical and horizontal image axes, which supplies characterizable peaks. Then for detecting wipes, we compute the temporal correlation of these successive projections. The location and value of the correlation extremum allow us to characterize wipes in the video. One representative result is reported in Figure 2.

### 3.3 Dominant color extraction

We characterize the color content of keyframes by automatically selecting a small set of colours, called dominant colours. Because, in most images, a small number of colors ranges capture the majority of pixels, these colours can be used efficiently to characterize the color content. These dominant colors can be easily determined from the keyframe color histograms. Getting a smaller set of colours enhances the performance of image matching, because colour variations due to noise are removed. The description of the image, using these dominant colours, is simply the percentages of those colors found in the image.

We compute the set of dominant colors using the k-means clustering algorithm. This iterative algorithm determines a set of clusters of nearly homogeneous colours, each cluster being represented by its mean value. At each iteration, two steps are performed: 1) using the nearest-neighbour rule pixels are grouped to clusters, and 2) each new cluster is represented by its mean color vector.
3.4 Logo detection

We introduce a simple but efficient method to perform the detection of static logos, which is the most frequent case in TV programs. To speed up the detection, we specify the expected screen location of the logo by defining its associated bounding box $B$ (see Figure 3).

The method proposed is based on the two following steps: first, determination of the logo binary mask, then, evaluation of a matching criterion combining luminance and chrominance attributes. If the logo to be detected is not rectangular, the first step consists to build the exact logo mask for detection. That is, we have to determine which pixels belong to the logo in the bounding box. From at least two logos from images with different background, a discriminant analysis technique is used to cluster pixels in two classes: those belonging to the logo and the others. The clustering step is performed by considering image difference values for the luminance attribute $\{a_1\}$, and, directly values of chrominance images for chrominance attributes $\{a_2, a_3\}$ in the $Y,U,V$ space. The two classes will be discriminated by considering a threshold $T$ for each attribute $\{a_1, a_2, a_3\}$. We consider the inter-class variance $\sigma^2_{\text{inter}}(T)$ given for each attribute $\{a_i\}$. The optimal threshold $T^*$ then corresponds to an extremum of the inter-class variance $\sigma^2_{\text{inter}}(T)$.

We display in Figure 3 an example of histogram of the image difference pixels within the bounding box, a plot of the inter-class variance $\sigma^2_{\text{inter}}(T)$ supplying the dissimilarity measure between the two classes, and the determined binary mask $M$. The matching simply consists in comparing each pixel that belongs to the logo mask in the current color image of the sequence with the value in the reference logo image. The criterion is given by the sum of the square differences between these values over the logo mask.
3.5 Face detection

We developed a fast and complete scheme for face detection in color images where the number of faces, their location, their orientation and their size are unknown, under non-constrained conditions such as complex background [6]. Our scheme starts by performing a chrominance-based segmentation using the YCbCr color model which is closely related to the MPEG coding scheme. According to a precise approximation of the skin color sub-spaces in the YCbCr color model, each macro-block average color value is classified. A binary mask is computed in which a "one" corresponds to a skin color macro-block, and a "zero" corresponds to a non-skin color macro-block. Then, scanning through the binary mask, continuous "one" candidate face regions are extracted. In order to respect the speed requirements, we use a simple method of integral projection like in [10]. Each macro-block mask image is segmented into non-overlapping rectangular regions that contain a contiguous "one" region. Then, we search for candidate face areas in these resulting areas. Given that we don’t know a priori the size of the faces regions contained in the frame, we first look for the largest possible ones and we iteratively reduce their size and run over the possible aspects ratios and the possible positions in each binary mask segment area. Constraints related to size range, shape and homogeneity are then applied to detect these candidate face regions and possible overlaps are resolved. The main purpose of the last stage of our algorithm is to verify the face detection results obtained after candidate faces areas segmentation and remove false alarms caused by objects with color similar to skin colors and similar aspects ratios such as exposed parts of the body or part of background. For this purpose, a wavelet packet analysis scheme is applied using a similar method to the one we described in [4, 5] in the case of face recognition. For a candidate face region, we search for a face in every position inside the region and for a possible number of dimensions of a bounding rectangle. This search is based on a feature vector that is extracted from a set of wavelet packet coefficients related to the corresponding region. According to a metric derived from the Bhattacharyya distance, a subregion, defined by its
position and size in candidate faces area is classified as a face or non-face area, using some prototype face area vectors, acquired in a previous training step.

4 Scene segmentation

Shot segmentation and feature extraction alone cannot meet the needs of professional television archives, where the meaningful units are higher-level program segments such as stories and scenes. This paper focuses on programs described by generic templates (special-purpose templates are described in [9]).

4.1 Simple program template

The DIVAN simple program template implements a scene segmentation algorithm introduced by Yeo et al. [11]. A scene is defined as a grouping of contiguous shots, based on image similarity. This algorithm uses three parameters: an image similarity function, an average scene duration $\Delta T$ and a cluster distance threshold. The similarity function can be defined, using a combination of extracted features: color histograms, dominant colors, camera motion types, number, size and positions of faces, etc. Figure 4 shows the analysis graph for scene analysis using dominant colors. The result of the indexing session consists of a soundtrack and a hierarchically organized scene track.

![Scene segmentation diagram]

Figure 4. Analysis graph for the simple program template.

The details of the scene segmentation algorithm follows the original algorithm by Yeo et al. A binary tree is constructed in order to represent the similarity between keyframes. A temporal constraint is introduced in order to reduce computation time. To calculate the $N(N - 1)$ distances describing the similarity between clusters, we introduced initially a distance between keyframes with a temporal constraint as done in [2]. Distances are accessed via a priority stack for efficiency reasons. At each step, the smaller distance among the $N(N-1)$ distance is selected and the two corresponding clusters are merged. The whole set of distances is updated through the Lance&Williams formula. A binary tree is built by successive merging of the nearest clusters, until the threshold value is reached.
The scene segmentation is computed according to the methods exposed in [2]. We build an oriented graph where the nodes are the previously selected clusters and the edges are temporal succession links. The oriented graph is segmented into its strongly connected components, which correspond to scenes. Finally, we complete the scene track by adding all progressive transitions at their appropriate level (between shots or scenes). We obtained good scene segmentation results using regional color histograms or dominant colors in programs with long sequences corresponding to one scene (drama, fiction). In many other cases, scene segmentation suffers some limitations, due to the restrictive definition of a scene. For instance, a short story item in a news broadcast will be incorporated into a larger scene, because of the recurrent anchorperson images before and after the story.

### 4.2 Composite program template

The DiVAN composite program template is used to introduce a broader definition for program segments such as stories, using cues such as logo or face detection. Figure 5 shows the complete analysis graph for a composite program. The program is segmented into stories, based on detected logos, wipes, dissolves and soundtrack changes, and stories are segmented into scenes using the previously described algorithm. In [9], we state the story segmentation problem as a CSP (constraint satisfaction problem), in the framework of an extended description logics.

![Figure 5. Analysis graph for a composite program template.](image)

### 5 Conclusion

This paper describes the first prototype of the DiVAN indexing system, with a focus on the tools library and the general system architecture. Template-based video analysis systems have been proposed in academic research ([2, 7, 1], but no such system is available commercially. The Video Analysis Engine by Excalibur introduces settings for shot segmentation - but the list of settings is closed. The
DiVAN prototype gives the users control of many efficient video analysis tools, though the edition of their own templates, and will be thoroughly tested by documentalists at INA, RAI and ERT in early 1999. The second DiVAN prototype will provide many more functions such as audio analysis, face recognition, query-by-example, moving objects analysis and camera motion analysis.
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